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Spontaneous speech analysis plays an important role in the study and treatment of aphasia, but can be diﬃcult to
perform manually due to the time consuming nature of speech transcription and coding. Techniques in automatic speech recognition and assessment can potentially alleviate this problem by allowing clinicians to quickly
process large amount of speech data. However, automatic analysis of spontaneous aphasic speech has been
relatively under-explored in the engineering literature, partly due to the limited amount of available data and
diﬃculties associated with aphasic speech processing. In this work, we perform one of the ﬁrst large-scale
quantitative analysis of spontaneous aphasic speech based on automatic speech recognition (ASR) output. We
describe our acoustic modeling method that sets a new recognition benchmark on AphasiaBank, a large-scale
aphasic speech corpus. We propose a set of clinically-relevant quantitative measures that are shown to be highly
robust to automatic transcription errors. Finally, we demonstrate that these measures can be used to accurately
predict the revised Western Aphasia Battery (WAB-R) Aphasia Quotient (AQ) without the need for manual
transcripts. The results and techniques presented in our work will help advance the state-of-the-art in aphasic
speech processing and make ASR-based technology for aphasia treatment more feasible in real-world clinical
applications.

1. Introduction
Aphasia, a common speech-language disorder typically caused by
focal brain damage, currently aﬀects over two million people in the US
and more than 180,000 acquire it every year (Association, 2016).
Aphasia may cause impairments in both expressive and receptive language skills, including speaking, writing, reading, and listening (Basso,
2003; Davis, 2006; Helm-Estabrooks et al., 2013). Persons with aphasia
(PWAs) often face signiﬁcant communication diﬃculties, which may
lead to feelings of frustration, loneliness, loss of autonomy, and social
isolation, among others (Simons-Mackie et al., 2010).
Spontaneous speech (e.g., answering an open-ended interview
question, retelling a story, describing a picture) plays a prominent role
in a PWA’s everyday interaction and is widely regarded in the aphasia
literature as one of the most important modalities to analyze (Mayer
and Murray, 2003; Prins and Bastiaanse, 2004; Fox et al., 2009; Jaecks
et al., 2012). Example applications of spontaneous speech analysis include aphasia classiﬁcation (Goodglass et al., 2000), treatment planning (Prins and Bastiaanse, 2004), recovery tracking (Grande et al.,
2008), and diagnosis of residual aphasia post onset (Jaecks et al.,
2012).

⁎

Analysis of spontaneous aphasic speech is typically carried out in
clinical settings by Speech-Language Pathologists (SLPs) and often
conﬁned to a relatively small amount of speech samples with manually
coded transcripts, which can be very time consuming to complete (Prins
and Bastiaanse, 2004). Furthermore, the analysis itself often requires a
SLP’s expert knowledge of aphasia and linguistics. As a result, only the
small percentage of PWAs who have frequent interaction with SLPs can
access and beneﬁt from spontaneous speech analysis, the results of
which carry important implications for a PWA’s everyday interaction
and future treatment plans. At the same time, SLPs in many settings
have high productivity expectations and limited time outside of direct
patient contact, thus restricting them from conducting such analysis
regularly.
Techniques in automatic speech processing can potentially help
SLPs perform this type of analysis more eﬃciently, thereby making its
results and ﬁndings more commonly available to PWAs. However,
previous works in the area of aphasic speech processing have two major
limitations that prevent the development of fully automated systems
capable of analyzing spontaneous aphasic speech. First, they often assume the availability of expertly produced speech transcripts, which are
very time consuming to complete manually (Fraser et al., 2014, 2013b;
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assesses PWAs’ speech based on a qualitative rating scale, such as the
Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination (Goodglass et al., 2000) or
Aachen Aphasia Test (Miller et al., 2000), both of which have a signiﬁcant portion dedicated to spontaneous speech. The advantage of
qualitative analysis is that it is relatively simple and eﬃcient to perform
(Katz et al., 2000). However, qualitative rating scales often have diﬃculties in measuring a PWA’s improvement (Prins and Bastiaanse, 2004)
and may lack sensitivity (Grande et al., 2008). By contrast, quantitative
analysis typically involves the investigation of objective and quantiﬁable measures that can directly indicate changes in aphasia. However,
these quantitative measures are often time consuming to obtain and can
require signiﬁcantly deeper consideration of various linguistic features
as well as specialized training in aphasiology to complete and interpret
(Prins and Bastiaanse, 2004).
Quantitative analysis of spontaneous aphasic speech has a wide
range of applications and is extensively studied in the clinical literature.
For example, Grande et al. proposed a set of ﬁve basic parameters to
measure changes in spontaneous aphasic speech (Grande et al., 2008).
This parameter set, which captures lexical and semantic content, syntactic completeness, linguistic complexity, and mean utterance length,
was shown to be more sensitive to change compared to qualitative
rating scales. Fergadiotis and Wright showed that lexical diversity
measures extracted from spontaneous speech can diﬀerentiate between
PWAs and healthy controls (Fergadiotis and Wright, 2011). Finally,
Jaecks et al. were able to diagnose residual aphasia using a set of
variables spanning information density, syntactic variability, linguistic
errors, and cohesion (Jaecks et al., 2012). The measures proposed in
these works form the basis of our feature set (Section 5).

Lee et al., 2013b, 2015) and diﬃcult to generate automatically (Fraser
et al., 2013a; Peintner et al., 2008). Second, they typically target speech
with known prompts (Le et al., 2014; Le and Provost, 2014; Le et al.,
2016; Abad et al., 2012, 2013). This removes the need for unconstrained automatic speech recognition (ASR) and greatly simpliﬁes
transcript generation, which can be achieved by variants of forced
alignment (Le et al., 2014; Le and Provost, 2014; Le et al., 2016) or
keyword spotting (Abad et al., 2012, 2013). However, the reliance of
this type of system on known prompts makes it inapplicable to spontaneous speech.
It is evident that ASR is a major bottleneck for spontaneous aphasic
speech analysis. ASR performance must be suﬃciently accurate such
that the results and ﬁndings are not signiﬁcantly aﬀected by transcription mismatches. In addition, the features derived from ASR output
must be relatively robust to recognition errors. However, the performance of ASR on aphasic speech and robustness of features against
transcription errors have been under-explored in the literature. Our
work helps bridge this gap by performing one of the ﬁrst large-scale
studies on ASR-based spontaneous aphasic speech analysis.
We present the paper in three sequential components. First, we
describe our method for training acoustic models, which leads to signiﬁcant improvement in aphasic speech recognition accuracy,
achieving 37.37% Word Error Rate (WER) on AphasiaBank, a largescale aphasic speech corpus (Macwhinney et al., 2011). Next, we discuss various clinically relevant quantitative measures that can be extracted from the resulting transcripts. We show that with our feature
calibration method, the majority of these measures are highly robust to
ASR errors and can reliably be used for clinical diagnosis. Finally, we
demonstrate that these measures can be leveraged to accurately predict
the revised Western Aphasia Battery (WAB-R) Aphasia Quotient (AQ),
one of the most widely used metrics for aphasia assessment (Kertesz,
2006). Our system achieves 9.18 Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and .799
correlation in predicting WAB-R AQs without the need for manual
transcripts. A high-level overview of the system is shown in Fig. 1.
The technical novelty of this work lies in our proposed calibration
method for correcting ASR-based quantitative measures and our modeling approach which combines free speech and semi-spontaneous
speech features. The techniques and results presented in this work will
help advance the state-of-the-art in aphasic speech processing, as well
as make automated spontaneous aphasic speech analysis more feasible
in real-world clinical applications.

2.2. Automated speech-based methods for aphasia assessment
Automatic analysis of aphasic speech has also been studied in the
engineering community. Lee et al. proposed the use of forced alignment
in conjunction with manually labeled transcripts to analyze large
amount of Cantonese aphasic speech (Lee et al., 2013b; 2015). They
found that compared to healthy speech, aphasic speech contains fewer
words, longer pauses, and higher numbers of continuous chunks, with
fewer words per chunk (Lee et al., 2013b). Further, aphasic speech
exhibits diﬀerent intonation patterns (Lee et al., 2015). Fraser et al.
tackled automatic classiﬁcation of diﬀerent subtypes of primary progressive aphasia (PPA) based on narrative speech, utilizing a combination of text and acoustic features (Fraser et al., 2014, 2013b). While
they achieved good prediction accuracy on these tasks, their proposed
feature set relied on intricate transcripts produced manually by trained
research assistants. Their follow-up work attempted to evaluate the
proposed approach on transcripts generated with an oﬀ-the-shelf ASR
system (Fraser et al., 2013a). However, the ASR performance was relatively poor, attaining WER between 67.7% and 73.1%. As a result,

2. Background
2.1. Linguistic analysis of spontaneous aphasic speech
Linguistic analysis of aphasic speech can be divided into two types,
qualitative and quantitative (Prins and Bastiaanse, 2004). The former

Fig. 1. High-level overview of our proposed system. The red boxes denote components that will be the focus of our analysis.
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3. Data

Table 1
Summary of AphasiaBank data used in this paper. The speakers are split into
two groups, those who have aphasia (Aphasia) and healthy controls (Control).

Demographics
Speech Data

Utterance Type

Gender
Age
Duration
Utterances
Words
Free
Semi

Aphasia

Control

238 M, 163 F
62 ± 12
89.2 h
64,748
458,138
28,157
36,591

85 M, 102 F
63 ± 17
41.7 h
38,186
371,975
16,465
21,721

3.1. Speech data
All experiments in this work are carried out on AphasiaBank, a
large-scale audiovisual dataset primarily used by clinical researchers to
study aphasia (Forbes et al., 2012; Macwhinney et al., 2011). AphasiaBank is a growing collection of sub-datasets contributed by diﬀerent
research groups under various elicitation protocols. For this work, we
select English sub-datasets that have at least four speakers and are
collected with the core AphasiaBank protocol, a series of open-ended
questions designed to gather verbal discourse samples. These inclusion
criteria result in 401 PWAs and 187 control speakers without aphasia,
spanning 19 sub-datasets and 130.9 h of speech. Utterances in AphasiaBank can be categorized based on their applied elicitation method,
which can be either free speech (e.g., open interview, conversational
speech) or semi-spontaneous (e.g., storytelling, picture description)
(Prins and Bastiaanse, 2004). The speech-language patterns of the same
PWA may be diﬀerent across these two categories (Prins and
Bastiaanse, 2004; Jaecks et al., 2012), thus it may be beneﬁcial to
analyze them separately. Table 1 describes the dataset in more detail.

their analysis was limited to simulated ASR output with preset WER
levels, and the robustness of their feature set to realistic recognition
errors remained unclear.
Our previous work proposed a system to automatically estimate
qualitative aspects of read aphasic speech through transcript, pronunciation, rhythm, and intonation features (Le et al., 2014; Le and
Provost, 2014; Le et al., 2016). We showed that by using modiﬁed
forced alignment for automatic transcription, our system could achieve
results comparable to those using manual transcripts. Our approach
took advantage of the fact that the speech prompt was known ahead of
time, thus signiﬁcantly constraining the space of possible utterances.
However, this is an unrealistic assumption for spontaneous speech.
Peintner et al. proposed a set of speech and language features extracted
from ASR output to distinguish between three types of frontotemporal
lobar degeneration, including progressive non-ﬂuent aphasia (Peintner
et al., 2008). While their work showed promising results, it was performed on a relatively small dataset and there was no analysis regarding the reliability of ASR-based features. By contrast, the work
presented in this paper is conducted on a large-scale aphasic speech
corpus with detailed discussion regarding the robustness of ASR-derived quantitative measures.

3.2. Transcripts
Utterances in AphasiaBank were transcribed using the CHAT format
(MacWhinney, 2000). The transcriptions contain a variety of special
codes to aid with language sample analysis, such as word-level errors,
sound fragments, repetitions, non-verbal actions, among others. The
ﬁrst row of Table 2 shows an example transcript containing a sound
fragment &uh, a semantic error bit with known target get, a real-word
phonological error pea with known target the, and two non-word
phonological errors with known targets, peanut and butter. The actual
pronunciations of these non-word phonological errors are transcribed
in the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) format, arked with the @u
trailing symbol. CHAT transcripts contain a rich source of information
about a PWA’s speech-language patterns that enable various forms of
manual analyses. However, they are not suitable targets for standard
ASR and thus need to be simpliﬁed. We propose two ways to process
raw CHAT transcripts, one preserving the original pronunciations
(cleaned) and one emphasizing the language usage patterns (target).
For cleaned transcripts, we replace all sound fragments and interjections, in addition to um and uh, with a generic ﬁller token, denoted
by < FLR > . Other special tokens include < SPN > (spoken noise,
e.g., onomatopoeia, babbling), < LAU > (laughter), and < BRTH >
(breathing sounds). In order to preserve the original pronunciations, we
retain all word-level errors. We convert IPA strings to special hashed
tokens such that the same IPA pronunciations map to the same hash.
The second row of Table 2 shows an example cleaned transcript, in
which &uh is mapped to < FLR > , semantic error bit and real-word
phonological error pea are retained, and the two non-word phonological errors
and
are replaced with hashed tokens
< U1 > and < U2 > .
While cleaned transcripts preserve the original pronunciations and
are therefore suitable targets for acoustic modeling, they are diﬃcult
for an ASR system to produce because of the retained word-level errors.

2.3. Disordered speech recognition
There has been extensive work in the related ﬁeld of dysarthric
speech recognition (Sharma and Hasegawa-Johnson, 2010; Aniol, 2012;
Christensen et al., 2012; Sharma and Hasegawa-Johnson, 2013;
Christensen et al., 2013a,b, 2014). ASR for dysarthric and disordered
speech in general is faced with abnormal speech patterns (Mengistu and
Rudzicz, 2011), high speaker variability (Mustafa et al., 2015), and data
scarcity (Christensen et al., 2012). Methods for alleviating these problems include speaker-dependent Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)
adaptation (Sharma and Hasegawa-Johnson, 2010; Christensen et al.,
2012; Sharma and Hasegawa-Johnson, 2013), generation of auxiliary
acoustic features used within tandem-based systems (Aniol, 2012;
Christensen et al., 2013a), learning systematic speaker-speciﬁc pronunciation errors (Christensen et al., 2013b), and similarity-based
speaker selection for acoustic modeling (Christensen et al., 2014).
There has been relatively little work on ASR for aphasic speech.
Most existing works were limited to using mismatched healthy acoustic
models for recognition (Peintner et al., 2008; Abad et al., 2013; Lee
et al., 2016). Our previous work established the ﬁrst ASR baseline on
AphasiaBank, a large-scale aphasic speech corpus (Macwhinney et al.,
2011), showing that adding utterance-level i-vectors to the input
drastically improves the recognition accuracy of Deep Neural Network
(DNN) acoustic models (Le and Mower Provost, 2016). More recently,
we utilized out-of-domain adaptation and deep Bidirectional LongShort Term Memory Recurrent Neural Network (BLSTM-RNN) acoustic
model to automatically transcribe and detect paraphasias in read
aphasic speech (Le et al., 2017). In this paper, we combine the techniques used in these works and analyze aphasic speech recognition
results in more detail.

Table 2
Example transcript and its processed forms. Cleaned transcripts preserve the
original pronunciation of each word. Target transcripts replace all word-level
errors, excluding semantic errors, with their known targets (if available).

3

Original

And I &uh bit [: get] [* s:ur] out pea [: the] [* p:w]
[: butter] [* p:n].
peanut] [* p:n]

Cleaned
Target

And I < FLR > bit out pea < U1 > < U2 > .
And I < FLR > bit out the peanut butter.

[:
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We showed in previous work that phonological and especially neologistic errors are challenging to recognize automatically due to their
mismatched pronunciations and lack of representation in the lexicon
(Le et al., 2017). We address this problem by producing target transcripts in which all word-level errors, excluding semantic, are replaced
with their known targets. An example is shown in Table 2, where pea
< U1 > < U2 > is replaced with the peanut butter. Semantic errors
are retained because they may have completely diﬀerent pronunciations than their targets, thus replacing them will cause signiﬁcant difﬁculties for ASR. These transcripts better reﬂect a PWA’s language
usage patterns and will be used for language modeling as well as ASR
evaluation.

Fig. 2. Histogram of WAB-R AQ scores.

3.3. Lexicon preparation
Our lexicon is based on the CMU dictionary1, containing 39 regular
phones, plus ﬁve phones representing special tokens: silence,
< FLR > , < LAU > , < SPN > , and < BRTH > . Each IPA pronunciation is heuristically mapped to a sequence of CMU phones. For
example,
and
are converted to p iy n ah k and b
ah dh er, respectively. Finally, we estimate the pronunciations of the
remaining OOV words using the LOGIOS lexicon tool2, which makes use
of normalization, inﬂection, and letter-to-sound rules.

4. Automatic transcription
The ﬁrst step of spontaneous aphasic speech analysis is to obtain a
detailed transcript for each utterance, including precise alignments of
words and phones. These transcripts are time consuming to create
manually; an alternative is to utilize ASR to generate them automatically. In this section, we describe the components of our ASR
system that allows the transcription of spontaneous aphasic speech.
4.1. Acoustic modeling

3.4. Speaker-level ratings and assessment

In this work, we train a deep multi-task BLSTM-RNN on log Mel
ﬁlterbank coeﬃcient (MFB) features augmented with utterance-level ivectors (Fig. 3). Our previous work showed that utterance-level i-vectors signiﬁcantly improved ASR performance on AphasiaBank when
used in conjunction with a DNN acoustic model and Mel-frequency
cepstral coeﬃcient (MFCC) features (Le and Mower Provost, 2016). Our
work on automatic paraphasia detection made use of a deep multi-task
BLSTM-RNN architecture trained on MFBs that predicts the senone and
monophone labels simultaneously (Le et al., 2017). We will analyze the
eﬀect of BLSTM-RNN acoustic model, i-vectors, and multi-task learning
in Section 7.1.

AphasiaBank contains a number of speaker-level test results, including WAB-R AQ, AphasiaBank Repetition Test, Boston Naming
Test–Short Form, Northwestern Verb Naming Test, Complex Ideational
Material–Short Form, and Philadelphia Sentence Comprehension Test.
Among these tests, WAB-R AQ is the most commonly administered,
with test data available for 355 PWAs (out of 401). The other tests are
conducted on fewer PWAs and/or not as widely used outside the scope
of AphasiaBank. Since an increase in AQ can signify improvement in a
PWA’s language capabilities, reliable automatic AQ estimation may
play an important role in monitoring a PWA’s recovery progress over
time. We are interested in seeing how well AQ can be estimated for each
PWA in our dataset.
WAB-R AQ is an aggregated score ranging from 0 to 100 that
measures a PWA’s overall language capabilities (Kertesz, 2006). It
consists of four separate subtests, Spontaneous Speech, Auditory Comprehension, Repetition, and Naming/Word Finding. The severity of
aphasia can be roughly categorized according to this score: mild
(76–100), moderate (51–75), severe (26–50), and very severe (0–25).
The PWAs have a mean AQ of 71.1 and a standard deviation of 19.5,
with the majority classiﬁed as mild (174), followed by moderate (131),
severe (38), and very severe (12). Fig. 2 plots the histogram of the
available AQ scores in our dataset.

4.1.1. Frontend
We resample all audio ﬁles to 16kHz and use Kaldi (Povey et al.,
2011) to extract two sets of frame-level acoustic features: (a) 12-dimensional MFCCs plus energy, along with the ﬁrst and second order
derivatives, and (b) 40-dimensional MFBs. We use a 25 ms window and
10 ms frame shift for both feature types. Finally, we z-normalize the
features at the speaker level.
4.1.2. Development data
We withhold 15% of training Aphasia speakers from each sub-dataset to form a held-out development set. We will refer to the remaining
training data as the training set in this section.

3.5. Experimental setup
4.1.3. Frame-level labels
We obtain senone and monophone labels for each frame through
forced alignment using a bootstrap context-dependent tied-state triphone HMM-GMM system trained with Maximum Likelihood. The
number of senones across diﬀerent folds ranges from 4,472 to 4,563.
Forced alignment is carried out on cleaned transcripts because they
preserve all word-level pronunciations and will likely yield more accurate frame labels.

An automated system for aphasic speech analysis must be able to
handle previously unseen speakers. We adopt a speaker-independent 4fold cross-validation scheme, similar to that used in our previous work
(Le and Mower Provost, 2016). For each fold, we withhold 25% of
speakers from each sub-dataset in the Aphasia set to form a test set. The
remaining data and all Control speakers are used for training. Test
results from all folds will be pooled together for analysis. The amount of
per-fold training data, including Control speakers, ranges from 106.8 to
110.5 h.
1
2

4.1.4. I-vector extraction
We adopt a similar i-vector extraction technique to the one used in
Le and Mower Provost (2016). For the frontend, we splice 9 consecutive
MFCC frames together, followed by 40-dimensional Linear Discriminant

http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/cgi-bin/cmudict.
http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/tools/lextool.html.
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described in Le and Mower Provost (2016) to better evaluate the effectiveness of BLSTM-RNN. The model consists of four hidden layers
with 2048 units each and one senone output layer. The input features
are 27-frame context windows of MFBs with or without augmented
utterance-level i-vectors.
4.2. Language modeling and decoding
Our preliminary results indicate that while cleaned transcripts are
more appropriate for obtaining frame-level labels through forced
alignment, target transcripts better reﬂect the language usage patterns
of PWAs and are more suitable ground-truths for ASR. We use SRILM
(Stolcke et al., 2011) to train a trigram language model (LM) with
backoﬀ on the training target transcripts. We tune the decoder’s LM
weight {9, 10, ..., 20} and word insertion penalty {0.0, 0.5, 1.0} based
on the development WER. Our decoder outputs the hypothesized
transcripts as well as the word- and phone-level alignments.

Fig. 3. Deep multi-task BLSTM-RNN acoustic model.
Table 3
13 applied statistics.
quartiles 1–3
3 inter-quartile ranges
1% percentile ( ≈ min), 99% percentile ( ≈ max)
percentile range 1% – 99%
mean, standard deviation
skewness, kurtosis

5. Quantitative analysis
In the context of this work, the goal of quantitative analysis is to
produce a set of quantiﬁable measures (i.e., features) for each speaker
that are characteristic of aphasic speech, compatible with ASR output,
and robust to recognition errors. We consider adopting and extending
existing measures that have been proposed in the engineering literature
for disordered speech assessment. In addition, we aim to operationalize
quantitative measures that have traditionally been used only in clinical
studies. We focus speciﬁcally on measures that can separate diﬀerent
severity levels of aphasia and/or distinguish between PWAs and healthy
controls. The extracted features (Table 4) are organized into six groups,
each of which captures a speciﬁc speech-language aspect of a PWA. The
extraction of these features relies on speech transcripts, which may be
either time aligned manual transcripts or ASR-generated output
(Fig. 1).

Analysis (LDA) with senones as class labels. We model these LDAtransformed features using a Universal Background Model (UBM) with
1024 Gaussians. Finally, we train an extractor to generate a 32-dimensional i-vector for every utterance in our dataset. The LDA matrix,
UBM, and i-vector extractor are trained using only the training set. The
resulting utterance-level i-vectors encode speaker as well as channel
information, and will be used as auxiliary input features for our
acoustic model.
4.1.5. Multi-task BLSTM-RNN training
Following Le et al. (2017), we augment each MFB frame with ﬁve
left and ﬁve right neighbors3 in addition to the corresponding utterance-level i-vector, resulting in 472 dimensions per frame. We model
these features with a stacked BLSTM-RNN comprising four hidden
layers, each with 1200 units (600 for forward, 600 for backward). The
model has two parallel softmax output layers corresponding to the senone and monophone labels.
We train the model with the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014)
and total Cross Entropy (CE) loss weighted equally across the two tasks.
We utilize full Backpropagation Through Time (BPTT), limited to
utterances that are shorter than 25 s. Only less than 0.5% of training
utterances are longer than 25 s, many of which have badly aligned
transcripts that may negatively aﬀect model training. Therefore, we
hypothesize that excluding these utterances will have minimal impact
on acoustic model performance.
We use 0.4 dropout and an initial learning rate of 0.001. We perform early stopping based on the development senone Frame Error Rate
(FER) and step-decay learning schedule (Le and Mower Provost, 2016).
If the senone FER on the development set increases at the end of a
training epoch, we halve the current learning rate and restore the
previous model parameters. The training process ﬁnishes once the
learning rate drops below 0.00005.

5.1. Information density (DEN)
This group of features captures the amount of information conveyed
in a PWA’s speech, under the hypothesis that those with milder aphasia
produce relatively denser information content. Features 1–2 capture a
PWA’s speech rate, which has been shown in previous work to be useful
for assessing the quality of aphasic speech (Le et al., 2014; Le and
Provost, 2014; Le et al., 2016) as well as distinguishing between subjects with PPA and healthy controls (Fraser et al., 2014, 2013b).
Features 3–4 are adopted from a set of basic parameters proposed by
Grande et al. to objectively measure changes in spontaneous aphasic
speech (Grande et al., 2008). Following their work, we deﬁne interjections to be ﬁllers (<FLR>) and the particles yes, yeah, and no. Open
class words are nouns, verbs, adjectives, and derivative adverbs
(heuristically determined as those ending with −ly). Closed class words
comprise determiners, pronouns, conjunctions, and genuine (i.e., nonderivative) adverbs. We generate Part of Speech (POS) tags for all
words in our transcripts using NLTK (Bird et al., 2009) and the universal tag set. Percentage words (W) is expected to capture wordﬁnding diﬃculties since it decreases with more frequent use of interjections. Meanwhile, percentage open-class words (OCW) characterizes
agrammatism, in which PWAs produce mainly content words and relatively few function words (Grande et al., 2008).
Features 5–6 are based on mean length of utterances in words, a
widely used measure in spontaneous aphasic speech analysis (Prins and
Bastiaanse, 2004; Grande et al., 2008; Jaecks et al., 2012). We extend
this measure by computing a more comprehensive set of statistics over
the collection of utterance lengths, using the 13 statistics listed in
Table 3. We also consider utterance length measured in the number of
phones instead of words as they may capture a PWA’s speech production ability more accurately. We expect more severe PWAs to produce

4.1.6. Baseline acoustic models
In order to investigate the eﬀect of i-vectors and multi-task learning,
we train three additional BLSTM-RNN acoustic models using the same
method. These include a multi-task BLSTM-RNN model trained on
MFBs without utterance-level i-vectors and two single-task BLSTMRNNs with only senone output, one trained on MFBs plus i-vectors, and
one trained on just MFBs.
Finally, we train baseline DNN acoustic models using the method
3
Input features to RNN acoustic models are traditionally single acoustic frames. In our
work, we found that using single and multiple frames (context windows) as input features
gives very similar recognition rates (less than 0.4% relative diﬀerence).

5
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speech. Following Pakhomov et al. (2010), we deﬁne pauses as regions
of silence between words that are longer than 150 ms; these are further
categorized as short (≤ 400 ms) or long (> 400 ms). We extract the
occurrence frequency of ﬁllers and pauses normalized by speech
duration, total words, and total phones. Finally, we extract the statistics
over all pause durations. We expect milder PWAs to exhibit less dysﬂuency and vice versa.

Table 4
Extracted quantitative measures for each speaker. {} denotes a collection of
numbers summarized into speaker-level measures using the statistics listed in
Table 3.
Information Density (DEN)
1
Words/min
Words / Total duration (minutes)
2
Phones/min
Phones / Total duration (minutes)
3
W
Words / (Words + Interjections)
4
OCW
Open class / Open + closed class
5
{Words/utt}
Words spoken per utterance
6
{Phones/utt}
Phones spoken per utterance
7
Nouns
Nouns / Words
8
Verbs
Verbs / Words
9
Nouns/verb
Nouns / Verbs
10
Noun ratio
Nouns / (Nouns + Verbs)
11
Light verbs
Light verbs / Verbs
12
Determiners
Determiners / Words
13
Demonstratives
Demonstratives / Words
14
Prepositions
Prepositions / Words
15
Adjectives
Adjectives / Words
16
Adverbs
Adverbs / Words
17
Pronoun ratio
Pronouns / (Nouns + Pronouns)
18
Function words
Function words / Words
Dysﬂuency (DYS)
19
Fillers/min
Fillers / Total duration (minutes)
20
Fillers/word
Fillers / Words
21
Fillers/phone
Fillers / Phones
22
Pauses/min
Pauses / Total duration (minutes)
23
Long pauses/min
Long pauses / Total duration (minutes)
24
Short pauses/min
Short pauses / Total duration (minutes)
25
Pauses/word
Pauses / Words
26
Long pauses/word
Long pauses / Words
27
Short pauses/word
Short pauses / Words
28
{Seconds/pause}
Duration of pauses in seconds
Lexical Diversity and Complexity (LEX)
29
Type–token ratio
Unique words / Words (open class)
30
{Freq/word}
Word frequency score
31
{Img/word}
Word imageability score
32
{AoA/word}
Word age of acquisition score
33
{Fam/word}
Word familiarity score
34
{Phones/word}
Number of phones per word
Part-of-Speech Language Model (POS-LM)
35
{Bigram CE/utt}
POS bigram Cross Entropy per utterance
36
{Trigram CE/utt}
POS trigram Cross Entropy per utterance
Pairwise Variability Error (PVE)
37
{PVE1/utt}
Utterance PVE score (M = 1)
38
{PVE2/utt}
Utterance PVE score (M = 2 )
39
{PVE3/utt}
Utterance PVE score (M = 3 )
40
{PVE4/utt}
Utterance PVE score (M = 4 )
Posteriorgram-Based Dynamic Time Warping (DTW)
41
{Raw dist/word}
Raw DTW distance per word
42
{Norm dist/word}
Normalized DTW distance per word
43
{Segment/word}
Longest horizontal/vertical aligned segment per word

5.3. Lexical diversity and complexity (LEX)
Lexical diversity, deﬁned as the range of vocabulary employed by a
speaker, has been shown to be signiﬁcantly diﬀerent between PWAs
and healthy controls (Fergadiotis and Wright, 2011). A standard measure that captures lexical diversity is the ratio between the number of
unique words (types) and total words (tokens), commonly referred to as
type–token ratio (TTR). Following Fergadiotis and Wright (2011), we
extract TTR (feature 29) using only lemmatized open class words to
remove the inﬂuence of grammars on lexical diversity. PWAs with mild
aphasia tend to have less word-retrieval diﬃculties; as a result, we
expect them to have relatively higher TTR compared to more severe
PWAs.
The complexity of a speaker’s vocabulary is also an important
measure of aphasic speech. We hypothesize that PWAs with mild
aphasia tend to use words that are longer and less frequently used
compared to those with severe aphasia. Brysbaert and New introduced
the SUBTL norms, a mapping from words to their frequencies in
American English based on an analysis of ﬁlm and television subtitles
(Brysbaert and New, 2009). In addition, the combined work of
Stadthagen-Gonzalez and Davis (2006) and Gilhooly and Logie (1980)
produced a database of word-level imageability, age of acquisition, and
familiarity scores, which can be used to estimate a word’s complexity.
In this work, we extract statistics over all word-level frequency, imageability, age of acquisition, and familiarity scores for each speaker,
resulting in features 30–33. Similar measures were used by Fraser et al.
for PPA diagnosis (Fraser et al., 2014; 2013b). However, they only
extracted the mean scores, whereas we consider a more comprehensive
set of statistics (Table 3). Finally, feature 34 approximates the pronunciation complexity of a PWA’s vocabulary based on the number of
phones present in a word.
5.4. Part of speech language model (POS-LM)
The degree of a PWA’s syntactic deviation from that of healthy
controls may help separate subjects with diﬀerent severity levels. We
model the syntactic structure present in healthy speech by training
bigram and trigram LMs with backoﬀ on the POS transcripts of Control
speakers. Given a POS LM M , the Cross Entropy (CE) of a POS sequence
p1 p2 ⋯pN denotes how closely it adheres to the model:

shorter utterances on average while having less varied utterance
lengths.
Features 7–18 characterize a PWA’s POS usage patterns, which have
been shown to be important for residual aphasia (Jaecks et al., 2012)
and PPA (Fraser et al., 2014, 2013b) diagnosis. Following Breedin et al.
(1998) and Fraser et al. (2014), we classify verbs as light or heavy depending on their semantic complexity. A verb is considered light if its
lemmatized form is be, have, come, go, give, take, make, do, get, move, or
put; otherwise, the verb is categorized as heavy. Function words include
determiners, pronouns, prepositions, conjunctions, particles, and
modals; they are expected to occur more frequently in milder PWAs
(Grande et al., 2008).

H (p1 p2 ⋯pN M ) =

log P (p1 p2 ⋯pN M )
N

(1)

PWAs with milder language impairment are expected to produce
more standard POS sequences, thus resulting in higher CE on average.
Features 35–36 capture this idea through the statistics of utterancelevel bigram and trigram CE scores. A similar approach was used by
Roark et al. to detect mild cognitive impairment (Roark et al., 2011).
5.5. Pairwise variability error (PVE)
Speech rhythm was shown in our previous work to be helpful for
estimating qualitative aspects of aphasic speech (Le and Provost, 2014;
Le et al., 2016). In the context of this work, we expect the rhythmic
patterns of less severe PWAs to be more similar to Control speakers and
vice versa. We quantify rhythmic deviations using Pairwise Variability
Error (PVE), a metric ﬁrst proposed by Tepperman et al. (2010) to
compare the rhythms of a candidate (Aphasia) and reference (Control)

5.2. Dysﬂuency (DYS)
Dysﬂuency is an important aspect of aphasic speech which has been
used in qualitative analysis (Le et al., 2014; Le and Provost, 2014; Le
et al., 2016) and PPA diagnosis (Fraser et al., 2013b). Features 19–28
capture the amount of dysﬂuency (i.e., ﬁllers and pauses) in each PWA’s
6
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speaker. Given duration proﬁles of a candidate and reference utterance,
denoted as {c1, c2, …, cN } and {r1, r2, …, rN }, respectively, where each
element is the duration of an acoustic unit (word, syllable, or phone),
PVE computes the diﬀerence of these two proﬁles:
N

PVEM =

min (M , i − 1)

(ci − ci − m) − (ri − ri − m)

min (M , i − 1)
∑m = 1

ci − ci − m + ri − ri − m

∑i = 2 ∑m = 1
N
∑i = 2

(2)

where M is a hyperparameter specifying the maximum distance between a pair of units considered for comparison. PVE scores range from
0 to 1, where values closer to 0 denote higher similarity between the
candidate and reference rhythms.
The candidate and reference duration proﬁles for an utterance are
generated using the Reference Alignment algorithm proposed in our
previous work (Le and Provost, 2014). This algorithm aligns a candidate utterance to a prototypical reference utterance, accounting for
OOV words by breaking them down into ﬁner granularity levels. Features 37–40 comprise statistics of utterance-level PVE scores with
context parameter M varying from 1 to 4, the same range used in
Tepperman et al. (2010), Le and Provost (2014) and Le et al. (2016).

Fig. 4. Example calibration of words/min feature. A linear transformation
model is trained on development speakers ( y = 1.07x + .33) and applied to test
speakers. Feature values are z-normalized using statistics extracted from
healthy controls.

5.6. Posteriorgram-based dynamic time warping (DTW)
Our ﬁnal feature group is based on the observation that PWAs with
more severe aphasia tend to have worse pronunciations. The monophone output of our multi-task BLSTM-RNN acoustic model can be
viewed as a compact representation of each speech frame. Combined
with the aligned transcripts, we can represent each word as a multidimensional time series (i.e., posteriorgram), where each point in the
series is a probability distribution over 44 phones. Intuitively, words
that are pronounced correctly will have posteriorgrams that are similar
to those associated with Control speakers. We showed in our previous
work that Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) can be used to detect paraphasias through posteriorgram comparison (Le et al., 2017). The DTWbased features, inspired by Lee and Glass (2012), Lee et al. (2013a) and
Lee and Glass (2013), were shown to outperform Goodness of Pronunciation (GOP) (Witt and Young, 2000) and phone edit distance
features. We will therefore adopt DTW-based features in this work.
As a ﬁrst step to feature extraction, we represent the correct pronunciation of each word as a collection of posteriorgrams extracted
from Control speakers, which we will refer to as the reference set. For
eﬃciency reasons, we limit the maximum number of reference posteriorgrams per word to 100, randomly subsampled if necessary. We can
then compare a pair of candidate and reference posteriorgrams using
DTW, where the distance between two frames ci and rj is deﬁned as
their inner product distance:

become more similar to oracle features, i.e., closer to a PWA’s true
measures.
We consider performing calibration for every individual feature by
training a linear transformation model on development speakers and
applying it to test speakers (e.g., Fig. 4). To ensure that feature calibration is eﬀective, we apply the transformation only if the oracle and
ASR-based development features are: (1) statistically signiﬁcantly different before calibration (two-tailed paired t-test of equal means,
p = .05), and (2) not statistically signiﬁcantly diﬀerent after calibration. If condition (1) is not met, it implies that the feature is already
well calibrated and no further action is required. If condition (2) is not
met, calibration will likely be ineﬀective, hence we do not apply the
transformation. We will analyze the impact of feature calibration in
Section 7.2.
6. WAB-R AQ Prediction

We extract the following features for each word in our dataset by
comparing its posteriorgram with the reference set: mean raw DTW
distance, mean DTW distance normalized by aligned path length, and
mean length of the longest horizontal/vertical aligned segment normalized by aligned path length. Special tokens and words with fewer
than ﬁve reference posteriorgrams are skipped. Finally, we calculate the
statistics over these word-level measures, producing features 41–43.

The system’s goal is to automatically predict WAB-R AQ, an assessment score closely tied to aphasia severity (Kertesz, 2006). This
provides an output that has clinical utility, one that does not require
thorough knowledge of linguistics and aphasiology to understand, and
one that can be quickly interpreted given the signiﬁcant time constraints present in clinical settings. The automatic estimation of AQ
from spontaneous speech has many potential beneﬁts. For example, it
will enable progress monitoring without necessitating frequent repeats
of the WAB-R assessment procedures, thus saving time for more important treatment activities. In addition, because the WAB-R cannot be
administered repeatedly in a short time period due to the practice effect, reliable automatic AQ estimation independent of the WAB-R can
help provide a more complete and robust picture of a PWA’s recovery
trajectory.

5.7. Feature calibration

6.1. Experimental setup

A desirable property of automatic quantitative analysis is that features extracted with ASR-generated transcripts should accurately reﬂect
a PWA’s true measures, i.e., features extracted with manual (oracle)
transcripts. We observe that there often exists a systematic deviation
between these two sets. For example, ASR-based words/min features are
typically smaller than their oracle counterparts due to deletion errors;
however, they still have very high correlation with one another (Fig. 4).
This relationship can be exploited to calibrate ASR-based features to

We frame WAB-R AQ prediction as a regression problem, with the
proposed quantitative measures as features and AQ scores as the target
labels. For this set of experiments, we select PWAs who have recorded
AQ scores as well as speech samples in both the free speech and semispontaneous categories. 348 out of 401 PWAs meet these requirements.
We maintain the same speaker-independent four-fold cross-validation
split described in Section 3.5, where 25% of speakers are held out from
each fold as test data.

D (ci, r j ) = −log(ci·r j )

(3)
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We z-normalize all features using statistics computed on Control
speakers. This aids in model training and enables easy interpretation of
the resulting features. For example, a negative words/min feature means
that the subject speaks more slowly than the typical healthy control,
whereas a positive OCW feature indicates a relatively less frequent use
of function words. Finally, this strategy ensures that features extracted
across diﬀerent folds are comparable and can be analyzed together,
since the z-normalization statistics remain the same.
Our preliminary results indicate that Support Vector Regression
(SVR) performs favorably in this task compared to Linear Regression, kNearest Neighbor, and Multi-Layer Perceptron. We use scikit-learn
(Pedregosa et al., 2011) to train SVR on training features extracted from
time aligned manual transcripts. We ﬁrst perform hyperparameter selection using 10-fold cross-validation with MAE as the metric. Our
hyperparameter ranges are as follows: penalty term C
{1.0, 10−1, 10−2, 10−3, 10−4 , 10−5},
slack
parameter
ϵ
{1.0, 10−1, 10−2, 10−3}, kernel type {RBF, linear}, and shrinking heuristic
{true, false}. We train the ﬁnal model on the full training set using the
cross-validated hyperparameters.
We perform prediction using three sets of test features:

Table 5
Aphasic speech WER under diﬀerent input feature and acoustic model conﬁgurations.
Features

DNN

MFB
MFB + i-vectors

BLSTM-RNN

46.26
45.26

Single-Task

Multi-Task

39.37
37.69

38.95
37.37

trained on MFBs augmented with utterance-level i-vectors. Adding ivectors to the input reduces WER by 2.2% (DNN), 4.3% (single-task
BLSTM-RNN), and 4.1% (multi-task BLSTM-RNN) relative to their
counterparts without i-vectors. This conﬁrms our ﬁnding in previous
work (Le and Mower Provost, 2016) and demonstrates the eﬃcacy of ivectors in speaker-independent acoustic modeling for aphasic speech.
Single-task BLSTM-RNN greatly outperforms DNN, reducing the WER
by 14.9% (without i-vectors) and 16.7% (with i-vectors). While the
relative improvement in recognition rate attributed to multi-task
learning is small (around 1%), this method enables the production of
low-dimensional monophone posteriorgrams and the extraction of DTW
features. While it is theoretically possible to use senone posteriorgrams
for DTW feature extraction, their high dimensionality will make this
process prohibitively expensive.
We further analyze the WER breakdown according to utterance type
(Table 6). Semi-spontaneous utterances are generally easier to recognize compared to free speech. A possible explanation is that the
former are more constrained in terms of vocabulary range and syntactic
structure, and are therefore more compatible with our language model.
This suggests that applications requiring highly accurate ASR should
work exclusively with semi-spontaneous speech.
WER also varies based on the severity of aphasia deﬁned by the
WAB-R AQ (Table 6). Speech of more severe PWAs tend to be more
diﬃcult to recognize and vice versa, possibly due to the speech-language impairments present in this population, which result in irregular
language patterns, high amount of dysﬂuency, and word-level pronunciation errors. However, the speaker-level WERs have only a moderate Pearson’s correlation of − .545 with WAB-R AQ. This suggests that
AQ scores can be used to estimate ASR performance for a given PWA,
but only to a limited extent. Nevertheless, these results indicate that
those with severe aphasia will have signiﬁcant diﬃculties with applications that are highly reliant on ASR output.
Finally, we investigate the error rates of individual words, deﬁned
as the sum of insertion, deletion, and substitution errors made on a
word divided by the total number of occurrences of that word. We limit
the analysis to words that occur at least 100 times in the transcripts.
Table 7 lists the words with the highest and lowest errors. It can be
observed that words with high error rates are generally short and
conversational in nature, while those with low errors tend to be longer
content words. This suggests that ASR is more suitable for non-conversational aphasic speech and explains why semi-spontaneous utterances are easier to recognize.
Given these analyses, it is possible that WER can be further reduced
by personalizing the acoustic and language models for one utterance
type and/or severity group. Moreover, speakers who have similar error
patterns can be grouped together for more ﬁne-grained acoustic and
language model training. We will explore model personalization

• Oracle: features extracted with manual transcripts.
• Auto: features extracted with ASR-generated transcripts.
• Calibrated: Auto features after calibration.
These three sets of results represent our system’s performance given
perfect and imperfect ASR. Our objective is to achieve good prediction
results while minimizing the impact of ASR errors. We post-process the
model outputs, clipping them within [0, 100], the known range of
WAB-R AQ.
It is worth noting that our regression model is trained on oracle
features, and the same model is used with both oracle and ASR-based
test features for prediction. Alternatively, we can use ASR-based features for both training and testing, which Fraser et al. found to be
beneﬁcial for PPA classiﬁcation (Fraser et al., 2013a). We do not adopt
this approach in our work because it will mask the eﬀect of ASR errors
on prediction performance, which we plan to analyze in Section 7.3.
Investigation of this modeling approach will be left for future work.
6.2. Feature extraction protocols
Research in aphasiology suggested that the speech-language patterns of a PWA may be diﬀerent across free speech and semi-spontaneous speech (Prins and Bastiaanse, 2004; Jaecks et al., 2012). As a
result, features extracted on these two categories may exhibit diﬀerent
and possibly complementary characteristics. We investigate four variations of our feature set based on this observation:

• All: features extracted on all available utterances.
• Free: features extracted on free speech utterances.
• Semi: features extracted on semi-spontaneous utterances.
• Combined: concatenation of Free and Semi features.
Analyzing the relative performance of these feature protocols will
help indicate the type of aphasic speech most suitable for automatic AQ
prediction. In addition, Combined features may improve performance if
free speech and semi-spontaneous speech do indeed provide complementary information.

Table 6
WER breakdown by utterance type and aphasia severity deﬁned by WAB-R AQ.

7. Results and discussion
7.1. ASR Performance

Utterance Type

Table 5 summarizes the performance of our ASR systems, broken
down by acoustic model and input feature type. The best performance is
obtained with the proposed multi-task BLSTM-RNN acoustic model

Free

Semi

Mild

Moderate

Severe

V. Severe

38.79

36.24

33.68

41.11

49.21

63.17
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Table 7
Words with the highest and lowest error rates.
High Errors

Table 8
Comparison of oracle and ASR-based quantitative measures, using two-tailed
paired t-test of equal means for regular features and two-way repeated measures ANOVA for statistics features, both with p = .05 (▲: not sig. diﬀerent
before calibration; ▼: not sig. diﬀerent after calibration).

Low Errors

Word

Count

Error

Word

Count

Error

hm
mhm
I’d
yep
let
we’re
< SPN >
I’ve
< BRTH >
am

210
656
168
101
128
124
1321
249
1345
153

1.0
0.99
0.96
0.86
0.84
0.81
0.81
0.79
0.73
0.73

happy
window
house
stepmother
speech
castle
hospital
people
beautiful
weeks

274
593
457
133
317
108
416
544
262
131

0.12
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.10
0.09
0.09
0.08
0.08
0.08

DEN

methods in future work.
7.2. Feature robustness to ASR errors
One of the most important requirements of ASR-driven quantitative
analysis is that the extracted measures must be suﬃciently robust to
recognition errors. We say a feature is robust if its values derived from
ASR-generated output are not statistically signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from
those based on manual transcripts. For regular features, we employ a
two-tailed paired t-test of equal means, p = .05. For features involving
the 13 statistics in Table 3, we use a two-way repeated measures
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) with Greenhouse-Geisser correction,
p = .05, to study the eﬀect of statistic (1st quartile, 2nd quartile, ...,
skewness, kurtosis) and transcript type (manual, ASR-based). The feature
is considered robust if the eﬀect of transcript type is not statistically
signiﬁcant.
It can be seen from Table 8 that our proposed calibration method
has a positive impact on improving feature robustness. Many features
that are not originally robust, such as words/min, determiners, and ﬁllers/min, become robust after calibration. Meanwhile, the vast majority
of features that are already robust before calibration, such as adverbs,
pronoun ratio, and {bigram CE/utt}, remain so after calibration. This
suggests that even though ASR errors may lead to feature extraction
mismatch, this mismatch is often systematically biased and can be
corrected with linear transformation. The remaining analysis will
therefore focus on calibrated features.
Several quantitative measures are consistently robust across all
three feature extraction protocols (All, Free, and Semi). These include
words/min, phones/min, {words/utt}, {phones/utt}, determiners, demonstratives, adverbs, pronoun ratio (DEN), ﬁllers/min, ﬁllers/phone, pauses/
min (DYS), {img/word}, {AoA/word}, {fam/word} (LEX), {bigram CE/
utt}, {trigram CE/utt} (POS-LM), {PVE1, 2, 4/word} (PVE), and {raw dist/
word} (DTW). These measures, especially those in the DEN and LEX
feature groups, have been demonstrated to be clinically useful for the
analysis of aphasia (Grande et al., 2008; Fergadiotis and Wright, 2011;
Jaecks et al., 2012). The fact that such quantitative measures can be
reliably extracted based on ASR output is promising. SLPs can use them
to assist with clinical diagnosis and treatment planning without having
to extract them manually, which is often prohibitively time consuming.
This technology will help SLPs form a more complete picture of a PWA’s
speech-language proﬁle, which can potentially result in more suitable
treatment approaches.
The robustness of other features may vary depending on the type of
speech from which they are extracted. For example, nouns, prepositions,
and function words can be extracted reliably from free speech but not
semi-spontaneous speech; the opposite is true for verbs. We have not
found a simple explanation as to why some features are robust in one
speech type but not the other. This is likely due to the combination and
complex interaction of several factors, including ASR error patterns and
diﬀerences in language use.

DYS

LEX

POS-LM
PVE

DTW

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

Words/min
Phones/min
W
OCW
{Words/utt}
{Phones/utt}
Nouns
Verbs
Nouns/verb
Noun ratio
Light verbs
Determiners
Demonstratives
Prepositions
Adjectives
Adverbs
Pronoun ratio
Function words
Fillers/min
Fillers/word
Fillers/phone
Pauses/min
Long pauses/min
Short pauses/min
Pauses/word
Long pauses/word
Short pauses/word
{Seconds/pause}
Type–token ratio
{Freq/word}
{Img/word}
{AoA/word}
{Fam/word}
{Phones/word}
{Bigram CE/utt}
{Trigram CE/utt}
{PVE1/utt}
{PVE2/utt}
{PVE3/utt}
{PVE4/utt}
{Raw dist/word}
{Norm dist/word}
{Segment/word}

All

Free

Semi

▼
▼
▼
▼
▼
▼

▼
▼

▼
▼

▲▼
▼
▼
▲▼

▼
▼
▲▼
▲▼

▼
▲▼

▲▼
▲▼
▼
▼
▲▼

▼
▼
▲▼
▼
▲▼
▲▼
▼
▼
▼
▼
▼

▲▼

▼
▼
▲
▲▼
▲▼
▲▼
▲▼
▲▼
▲▼
▲▼
▲▼
▲▼
▲▼
▼

▲▼
▲▼
▼
▲▼
▲▼
▼
▲▼
▲▼
▼
▼
▼
▼
▼

▼
▲▼
▲▼
▲▼
▲▼
▼
▼
▼
▼
▼
▼

▲▼
▲▼
▲▼
▲▼
▲▼
▲▼
▲▼
▲▼
▲▼
▲▼
▲▼

▲▼

Table 9
WAB-R AQ prediction results measured in Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and
Pearson’s correlation, broken down by transcript type (Oracle, Auto,
Calibrated) and feature extraction protocol (All, Free, Semi, Combined). These
two factors specify how the features are extracted (Section 6).
Protocol

All
Free
Semi
Combined

MAE (Pearson’s correlation)
Oracle

Auto

Calibrated

9.54 (.787)
10.95 (.675)
9.00 (.799)
8.86 (.801)

9.90 (.776)
11.89 (.625)
9.26 (.792)
9.18 (.799)

9.82 (.769)
12.06 (.602)
9.21 (.788)
9.24 (.786)

7.3. WAB-R AQ Prediction
The WAB-R AQ prediction results, measured in MAE and Pearson’s
correlation, are summarized in Table 9. The results are partitioned
based on two factors. First, transcript type (Oracle, Auto, Calibrated)
speciﬁes the source from which features are computed (Section 6.1).
Second, feature extraction protocol (All, Free, Semi, Combined) indicates the type of speech used for feature extraction (Section 6.2). As
9
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expected, Oracle features (i.e., those extracted from manual transcripts)
result in more accurate predictions than Auto and Calibrated (i.e., ASRbased features). The best performance is obtained with the Combined
and Semi protocols, suggesting that quantitative measures should be
extracted for free and semi-spontaneous speech separately.
We perform two-way repeated measures ANOVA with GreenhouseGeisser correction ( p = .05) to further analyze the eﬀect of transcript
type and feature extraction protocol, using speaker-level prediction
errors as the response variable. There is no statistically signiﬁcant interaction between these two factors, F (3.119, 1082.428) = 2.312,
p = .072 .
The
eﬀect
of
transcript
type
is
signiﬁcant,
F (1.300, 451.168) = 5.016, p = .017 . Using post-hoc multiple paired ttests with Bonferroni correction ( p = .05), we ﬁnd that Oracle results in
signiﬁcantly lower errors than Auto, t (347) = −3.208, p = .004, as well
as Calibrated, t (347) = −3.362, p = .002 . This suggests that further improvement in aphasic speech recognition is needed to fully bridge the
performance gap caused by ASR errors. Feature calibration helps bring
ASR-derived measures closer to their oracle counterpart; however, it
does not have signiﬁcant impact on automatic prediction. Results obtained with Calibrated are not signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from Auto,
t (347) = .375, p = 1.0 . A possible explanation for this observation is
that the change in feature magnitude resulting from calibration is relatively small, thus the ﬁnal predictions remain largely unaﬀected. The
eﬀect of feature extraction protocol is also signiﬁcant,
F (1.694, 587.911) = 25.770, p < .001. Follow-up comparisons reveal
that Combined and Semi results are not signiﬁcantly diﬀerent,
t (347) = −.455, p = 1.0 ; meanwhile, these two signiﬁcantly outperform
All and Free (p < .001). Finally, we ﬁnd that using only free speech for
feature extraction performs signiﬁcantly worse than all other protocols
(p < .001), possibly due to the unstructured nature and relatively high
WER associated with free speech.
Table 10 lists the prediction results of individual feature groups
(DEN, DYS, LEX, POS-LM, PVE, DTW) under the Combined protocol. The
best and worst features for AQ prediction are LEX and DYS, respectively. Similar to above, we use a two-way repeated measures ANOVA
with Greenhouse-Geisser correction ( p = .05) to analyze the eﬀect of
feature group and transcript type. There is no statistically signiﬁcant
interaction between these two factors, F (5.550, 1925.784) = .687,
p = .648. While the eﬀect of feature group is signiﬁcant,
F (4.431, 1537.617) = 16.718, p < .001, it is not so for transcript type,
F (1.206, 418.377) = 2.099, p = .144 . Post-hoc multiple paired t-tests
with Bonferroni correction ( p = .05) further show that LEX signiﬁcantly
outperforms all other features (p < .05), while DYS is signiﬁcantly
worse than the remaining groups (p < .001). Finally, we observe that
the combination of all proposed measures is signiﬁcantly better than
any individual feature group (p < .001), suggesting that it is crucial to
consider multiple aspects of a PWA’s speech-language patterns to reliably predict WAB-R AQ.
The remaining analyses focus on the results of our best automated
system (Auto transcript type and Combined protocol). Speciﬁcally, we
are interested in speaker-level properties that can separate PWAs with
low and high AQ prediction errors. Fig. 5 plots the ground-truth AQs

Fig. 5. AQ prediction plot. Darker color means higher density.

against corresponding predicted labels. Intuitively, we expect the
system to perform better on PWAs who have more accurate transcripts
(i.e., lower WER) and less severe aphasia (i.e., higher AQ). However, we
found limited evidence to support these hypotheses. Speaker-level
prediction errors have a relatively weak Pearson’s correlation of .162
with WERs and − .180 with AQs. Another hypothesis is that AQ values
that are more representative of the training set are easier to predict. We
measure the representativeness of an arbitrary AQ score based on its
distance to the mean AQ of all training speakers (i.e., label distance).
Lower label distance denotes higher representativeness and vice versa.
The correlation between label distances and prediction errors is .302,
which is higher compared to WER and AQ, but still does not indicate a
clear relationship.
Individual characteristics are not correlated with system performance. However, we can partition PWAs into groups based on AQ
prediction error (deﬁned by MAE) to understand the general characteristics associated with accurate system performance. We divide the
speakers into two groups, one with low MAE and one with high MAE,
based on a predeﬁned threshold. We then identify properties that are
statistically signiﬁcantly diﬀerent across these two groups (Welch’s ttest of equal means, p = .05). These properties could be used in the
future as a preliminary screen to identify PWAs who will beneﬁt from
this type of system. We deﬁne our threshold based on AQ test-retest
reliability. Researchers demonstrated that the average deviation in AQ
when rescoring PWAs who were stable at the time of initial testing is
5.316 (Shewan and Kertesz, 1980). In other words, automatic AQ
prediction can be considered satisfactory if the MAE does not exceed
this value. As shown in Fig. 6, this threshold results in 237 PWAs in the
Low Errors group with a MAE of 5.30 ± 3.11, and 111 PWAs in the
High Errors group with a MAE of 17.46 ± 6.86. Further analysis reveals
that PWAs in the Low Errors group have signiﬁcantly lower WER, higher
AQ, and smaller label distance (Table 11). This suggests that we can
roughly estimate the range of prediction errors given a PWA’s WER
level and/or current AQ score.

Table 10
Performance breakdown of individual feature groups (Section 5) under the
Combined protocol.
Group

DEN
DYS
LEX
POS-LM
PVE
DTW

8. Conclusion and future work

MAE (Pearson’s correlation)
Oracle

Auto

Calibrated

11.06 (.676)
14.16 (.429)
10.11 (.744)
11.71 (.629)
11.73 (.615)
12.43 (.583)

11.46 (.623)
14.45 (.422)
10.44 (.733)
11.72 (.645)
11.94 (.591)
12.45 (.547)

11.47 (.626)
14.31 (.429)
10.57 (.722)
11.75 (.645)
11.96 (.587)
12.17 (.569)

In this work, we perform one of the ﬁrst large-scale studies on automatic quantitative analysis of spontaneous aphasic speech. Our
acoustic modeling method based on deep BLSTM-RNN and utterancelevel i-vectors sets a new benchmark for aphasic speech recognition on
AphasiaBank. We show that with the help of feature calibration, our
proposed quantitative measures are robust against ASR errors and can
potentially be used to assist with clinical diagnosis and/or progress
monitoring. Finally, we demonstrate the eﬃcacy of these measures by
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Table 11
Comparison of PWAs with low and high AQ prediction errors. Values shown are
mean (standard deviation). t-statistics and two-tailed p-values are reported for
Welch’s t-test of equal means.
Property

Low Errors

High Errors

t

p

WER

38.78
(14.09)
72.85
(17.03)
20.16
(7.21)

44.06
(17.09)
67.50
(23.27)
24.64
(9.10)

− 2.824

.005

2.160

.032

− 4.542

< .001

AQ
Label Distance

using them to predict WAB-R AQ with promising accuracy. The results
and techniques presented in our work will help make automated
spontaneous speech analysis for aphasia more feasible, enabling SLPs to
quickly and reliably analyze a large amount of speech data that would
otherwise be too time consuming to inspect manually.
For future work, we plan to investigate acoustic and language model
personalization methods to further improve ASR performance on
aphasic speech. This will help increase the reliability of ASR-based
quantitative measures as well as reduce the gap between oracle and
automatic performance in WAB-R AQ estimation. We also plan to test
and further reﬁne our system in realistic clinical applications to determine the full extent of automated aphasic speech assessment.
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